PLAY IDEA RESOURCE

STACK
’EM UP!

PLAY IDEA RESOURCE
What you’ll need
• OddBlocks (single or multiple sets)
How to play
Option 1 (easy)
• Place the blocks in a central pool.
• Take turns to draw a block from the
pool to create your tower. Aim to
stack as many blocks as possible
without letting the tower topple.
• If the pool is exhausted and there are
at least 2 players with towers still
standing, the tower using the most
blocks wins!
Option 2 (difficult)
• Place the blocks in a central pool.
• Take turns to draw a block from the
pool to create your tower. Aim to
create the tallest tower without
letting the tower topple.
• If the pool is exhausted and there are
at least 2 players with towers still
standing, the tallest tower wins!

Tips
• Use the unique friction qualities of
OddBlocks to creatively stack
blocks with difficult shapes!
• Explore shapes and forms: stacking
a block in different ways will achieve
different heights. Help your child to
discover the 3-dimensional
relationships in a block.
• Increase the difficulty (and fun!) by
selecting blocks for each other!
• Depending on the age of the child,
enjoy watching them find delight in
toppling the towers! As OddBlocks
are lightweight due to the carefully
chosen cork material, noise and
injury are reduced to a minimum.

As most of the blocks are odd-shaped, this allows for
the child to explore and discover the unique forms that
are present in a block. The child will understand that
stacking a block in various ways will result in various
stability and heights, allowing them to have a better
sense of spatial awareness. The stacking exercise also
helps to refine their motor skills.
This free resource is available to anyone who wants to use OddBlocks for purposeful play. Find out more at www.oddblocks.sg

